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A beginner’s guide to building e!ective maps, plots and charts
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W henever I teach a workshop, I ask pa!ticipants to note 

three things about themselves using only visuals. Af-

ter 10 minutes, some are still busy d!awing elabo!ate 

scenes or pe!fecting complicated illust!ations. But the truth is, it’s a 

job that could be done clearly and concisely using simple icons. 

Clarity and readability are always key. We are conveying infor-

mation, after all. If the reader doesn’t immediately understand 

your g!aphic, you’ve fallen at the first hurdle. 

Before diving in, think about your message. I always sta!t by 

making a few notes to myself that address the information and 

message I want to convey. With a simple blueprint in hand, I 

won’t st!ay from my original goal. 

Here’s some basic advice to help you combine data, design and 

nar!ative to add an invaluable dimension to your sto!"telling.
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THE DATA
Good cha!ts need good data; it’s non-nego-

tiable. No amount of fancy inte!action or cut-
ting-edge design can make a sub-standard data 
set compelling. "e data must be clean, complete 
and, above all, well-sourced. Apply the same re-
po!ting and quality standards to your data as you 
would a written piece.

CHART TYPES
Now, it’s time to cha!t. "ere are dozens, if 

not hundreds, of cha!ting types, but I’ll focus on 
some basic categories that most cha!ts fall into.

Comparisons
Comparing values is one of the most common 

reasons to cha!t. Maybe you want to look at gross 
domestic product across countries or compare 
the year’s top grossing movies. 

Typically, you’ll use a bar cha!t with each cat-
ego!# represented by a bar, the len$th denot-
ing value. "is allows the reader to glance across 
bars and $ather meaning from the cont!ast.

Bar cha!ts must sta!t at zero. Readers look at 
the len$th of bars to compare. If some of that bar 
is missing because of its sta!ting point, it can 
skew your data and mislead the reader.

Another impo!tant and o%en overlooked aspect 
of bar cha!ts is how they’re so!ted. If you want to 
emphasize value, so!t them from lowest to highest. 
If they natu!ally fall into groups (like European and 
Asian countries), group bars together. Choose the 
so!t that best conveys your point.

Time series
Sometimes we want to show change over time. 

Time series cha!ts are most e&ective when there’s 
an obvious change to obse!'e. While bar cha!ts 
are pe!fectly acceptable, as the number of cate-
gories being compared increases, it can be hard 
to derive meaning. "is is where the line cha!t 
comes in.

Line cha!ts are pe!fect for any continuing se-
ries, like time. Connecting the points together 
gives the reader a sense of continuity and allows 
them to better see how one group fares over time 
and compares to others.
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Composition
But what if our data isn’t strictly showing dis-

pa!ate things? What if each catego!# is a subset of 
a whole and our aim is to show the composition?

You clever readers out there have one deli-
cious word in mind: Pie.

Pie cha!ts show the whole as a circle divid-
ed into slices for each individual pa!t. "is can 
be useful, but it also has limitations. Single-slice 
pies are easy to understand, but with each ad-
ditional slice it gets harder to $auge how much 
each wedge represents. When you have lots of 
wedges, a stacked bar cha!t can be a more leg-
ible option. 

Stacked bars have another advantage over 
pies. Suppose you are looking at multiple cate-
gories. It’s easier to see the di&erence between 
bars — which are right next to each other — !ath-
er than multiple pie cha!ts that force the reader 
to look back and fo!th for meaning.

Good charts need good data; it’s non-
negotiable. No amount of fancy interaction 
or cutting-edge design can make a sub-
standard data set compelling.

Distribution 
Sometimes the most interesting aspect of a 

data set is its spread, how points cluster, their 
!anges and obvious outliers. "is is where the 
dot plot comes in. "is cha!t type places a dot 
at each data point along a single axis. If your dots 
overlap, t!# adding t!ansparency to the circles so 
you can see the density.

If you have a large data set, you can also ar-
!ange these points into stacked groups, called a 
histog!am.

Dot plots are great for visualizing a single 
variable, but what if you want to look at multi-
ple aspects of the data? You might want the dot 
plot’s big brother: the scatter plot. "ese cha!ts 
allow us to see a relationship between two vari-
ables. "ey can show trends and clusters in our 
data, and can highlight outliers. Incorpo!ate a 
third or fou!th variable by changing the size or 
color of the dots. 
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Geographical 
Sometimes geog!aphic distribution is impo!t-

ant, and a map can help us interpret this infor-
mation. To make a reliable map we need to use 
geog!aphic information system (GIS) mapping 
so%ware to ensure our data is displayed accu-
!ately. Don’t attempt to hand-plot your points.

We can also show the geog!aphical boundar-
ies of our data using shapes and polygons.

But remember: Just because something hap-
pens in a place doesn’t mean the location is im-
po!tant. For example, take a choropleth map 
of the world, which uses di&erences in color or 
shading of countries to visualize information. 
Because countries are di&erent sizes, Russia of-
ten looks way more impo!tant than smaller coun-
tries. If you’re visualizing or counting countries 
that fall into ce!tain categories, a cha!t may be 
more e&ective.

Static or interactive?
Inte!activity can be a powe!ful feature, but if 

used incorrectly, it can make your visualization 
harder to read. Inte!activity should only be used 
when absolutely necessa!# to convey impo!tant 
information to the reader. A good rule of thumb is 
to assume a reader won’t inte!act with the piece 
at all. "erefore, any information $ained by hov-
ering over an item or clicking on something is bo-
nus material and not vital to your main goal. Re-
member, our aim is to make information easy to 
digest. Don’t make the reader work for it.

However, there are compelling cases for inter-
activity. One recent trend I’ve noticed involves 
personal inte!action with the reader. Ask them to 
answer questions or guess an outcome. You can 
collect this data and visualize the results.
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DESIGN
Now that you’ve picked a cha!t type, it’s time 

to consider design. We must give readers all the 
help we can to guide them through a piece. Lay-
out and color can go a long way here. Ensure your 
piece has an obvious beginning and natu!al flow. 
You can use element size and font weight to cre-
ate a logical hie!archy.

Color should form a harmonious palette — el-
ements shouldn’t fight for a reader’s attention. 
Cont!ast color or increase satu!ation to highlight 
ce!tain pa!ts of the g!aphic if necessa!#. Color 
can also be used to visually connect data. Add a 
key if you need to explain to readers what colors 
represent.

Avoid over-embellishment and unneces-
sa!# a!twork. Keep additional design touch-
es to a minimum so you don’t dist!act the read-
er or make the cha!t harder to understand. You 
can still achieve a strong visual e&ect with sim-
ple, clean and sma!t touches.

Remember, the ove!all goal is to communicate 
a message. "ere’s no harm in being direct. Guide 
the reader with annotations directly on the visu-
alization or in an adjacent nar!ative. Don’t forget 
to state sources and any caveats with the data, 
and make sure you give the cha!t a clear and in-
teresting title and an introduction for context.

Before publishing, make sure your g!aphic 
has gone through a thorough fact check, prefer-
ably by someone else. And don’t forget to $ath-
er feedback. Discuss your visualization with edi-
tors or other repo!ters. I also like to test a g!aphic 
on people who have no knowledge of the sto!# or 
subject. If your visualization isn’t working, don’t 
be af!aid to abandon it and sta!t a$ain. �

Interactivity should only be used when 
absolutely necessary to convey important 
information to the reader. Don’t make the 
reader work for it.


